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Supplementary experimental section 

Materials 

5,10,15,20-Tetrakis(4-aminophenyl)porphyrin (M1) was obtained from TCI Deutschland, 

GmbH (Germany). Perylenetetracarboxylic dianhydride (M2) was purchased from Sigma-

Aldrich, GmbH (Germany). Their structures are shown in Figure S1. All compounds were 

used as received. 

Exfoliated graphene (EG) as an aqueous suspension (~1mg/mL) was kindly provided by 

Sixonia Tech GmbH.  

Various substrates were used in this work. Silicon substrates (1cm 1 cm) for scanning 

electron microscopy. SiO2(300 nm)/Si substrates (1cm 1 cm) were used for optical 

microscopy and atomic force microscopy (AFM) investigations. Gold-coated silicon wafer 

from Sigma-Aldrich was used for Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR), Raman 

spectroscopy, and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) studies. Quartz plate from 

Plano GmbH, Germany, (1.5 cm 1.5 cm, 1 mm thickness) was used for UV-Vis absorption 

spectroscopy investigations. Copper meshes from Plano GmbH with 20 μm wide 

hexagonal pores were used for the TEM measurements. 

Substrates cleaning 

The cleanness of substrates is crucial in surface science. Silicon substrates, SiO2(300 

nm)/Si substrates, and Quartz plates were cleaned by the following steps: 

1) Immerse in a freshly prepared piranha solution (80 vol.% H2SO4:20 vol.% H2O2 

30% aqueous solution) for 1 h. This step is also expected to oxidize the surface of 

substrates to increase the hydrophilic properties of the surfaces. 

2) Wash with 100 mL MilliQ water for three times.  

3) Sonicate in 100 mL isopropanol for 10 mins. 

Gold-coated silicon substrates were not stable in piranha solution, therefore cleaned from 

Step 2. 

Langmuir-Blodgett （LB）Trough 

The LB trough (type: KN-2002) was provided by Biolin Scitific KN-2002. The trough 

Trough top inner dimensions (L x W x H) are 364 x 75 x 4 mm. The trough is equipped 
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with a platinum Wilhelmy plate, a Teflon dipper, and a pair of Delrin barriers. 

Optical microscopy (OM) 

Optical images were acquired in differential interference mode with AxioScope A1, Zeiss.  

Atomic force microscopy (AFM) 

Atomic force microscopy (AFM) was performed in the air on a customized Ntegra 

Aura/Spectra from NT-MDT (Moscow, Russia) with a SMENA head operated in contact 

mode. 

Field emission scanning electron microscope (FESEM) 

The field emission scanning electron microscope (FESEM, Carl Zeiss NVision 40) was 

equipped with an energy-dispersive X-ray spectrum (EDX). The SEM images were taken 

with samples deposited on SiO2/Si substrates by an in-lens detector. The imaging was 

performed at 3 kV. 

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and selected area electron diffraction 

(SAED) 

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and selected area electron diffraction (SAED) 

measurements were performed on a TEM LIBRA 200 MC (Carl Zeiss SMT, Oberkochen, 

Germany) with an acceleration voltage of 100 kV.  Aberration corrected high-resolution 

transmission electron microscopy (AC-HRTEM) were conducted on an image-side Cs-

corrected FEI Titan 80-300 microscope operated at 80 kV. 

UV-Vis absorption spectroscopy 

The UV-Vis absorption spectra were obtained with samples on quartz glass substrates by a 

UV-Vis-NIR Spectrophotometer Cary 5000 at room temperature.  

Attenuated total reflection Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy (ATR-FTIR) 

Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) was performed on Tensor II (Bruker) with 

an attenuated total reflection (ATR) unit. It is noted that multilayer-stacking samples were 

used in FTIR to ensure a high signal-to-noise ratio. Those samples were prepared by 

multiple transfer procedure. 

Raman spectroscopy 

Raman spectra were recorded with a Bruker RFS 100/S spectrometer (laser wavelength 

532 nm).  
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X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) 

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) experiments were carried out on an AXIS Ultra 

DLD system from Kratos with Al Kα radiation as an X-ray radiation source. 

Grazing incidence wide angle x-ray scattering (GIWAXS) 

The GIWAXS measurements were performed at beamline I07 at DIAMOND, UK. The 

detector was a Dectris Pilatus 2M and the photon beam energy was 12 keV (λ = 1.0332 Å). 

The sample to detector distance was 416.8 mm and was determined by using a lanthanum 

hexaboride scattering standard. The grazing incidence angle was 0.13° and the samples 

were exposed to the beam for 10 s. The scattering data was analyzed using WxDiff.  

To enhance the intensity of the GIWAXS signal and reduce the signal-to-noise ratio, multi-

layer samples were used. The samples were prepared by ten-time deposition from the air-

water interface to a silicon substrate. 

Transient absorption spectroscopy (TA) 

The dynamics of TA were measured using a single-color pump–probe scheme. The fs 

pulses with the tunable central wavelength in visible range (470 nm, were split into pump 

and probe beams. The probe pulses were time-delayed with respect to the pump pulses 

using a motorized translation stage, and detected by silicon photodiode. The pump pulses 

were modulated at 500 Hz by an optical chopper, and the differential transmission of probe 

pulses was recorded by lock-in amplifier as a function of time. In all the measurements, 

the polarization of the pump and probe pulses is vertical. For TA measurement, multi-layers 

graphene, 2DPI and 2DPI & graphene were deposited on 0.5 mm sapphire substrate. To 

avoid optical pump induced deposition of protonated 2DPI, protonated 2DPI and 2DPI & 

graphene were measured at nitrogen flushing atmosphere. For the TA measurement, the 

pump fluence was set to 0.21 mJ/cm2 at the sample position in order to achieve a high 

signal-to-noise ratio. The TA datas were measured at various time delays in the time range 

from −0.11 to 9.9 ps with a time step of 33 fs. To avoid parasitic background from the 

excitation beam in the detection channel, we cautiously positioned the sample in order to 

reduce any unwanted scattering off the surfaces of sample.  
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Supplementary results 

 

Figure S1. Surface pressure (SP) – mean molecular area (MMA) isotherm of M1 on the 

water surface. 

 

The LB method can control the internal ordering of packed molecules on the water surface 

by tailoring the surface tension at the air-water interface, as revealed by the surface 

pressure-area isothermal spectrum in Figure S1. The compressed monomers on the water 

surface can be precisely controlled to be gas-like, liquid-like, and solid-like states, which 

correspond to different internal packing of the monomers. The linear increase region of the 

solid phase can be selected as target pressure for polymerization to obtain 2DP at air-water 

interfaces. 
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In-situ and ex-situ characterization of polymerization at air-water interface 

To deepen the understanding of 2DPI formation by the LB method, we monitored the water 

surface pressure during the reaction and obtained samples of different reaction times. 

Figure S2a briefly shows the scheme of linkage formation, which can be divided into three 

steps: (1) Adsorption of M2 (or its hydrolyzate) on to the M1 Langmuir film; (2) Amide 

intermediate formation; and (3) ring closure reaction to get target imide linkage. The 

surface pressure (SP) is expected to evolve accordingly during the reaction. Moreover, the 

different intermediates in Figure S2a can have distinct infrared fingerprints, especially at 

the regions of -NH2 stretching (from 3150 to 3400 cm-1) and the C=O stretching (from 

1650 to 1800 cm-1). Figure S2b shows the evolution of SP during the polymerization 

process, which can be divided into four stages. In the beginning, the SP decreased rapidly 

from 15 mN/m to ~12 mN/m 1 hour, which might be caused by the mechanical instability 

of the M1 monolayer on the water surface. After the diffusion of M2 molecules in the 

subphase, the M1 monolayer started to adsorb M2 from the subphase via a Langmuir 

adsorption mechanism. Because of the high mobility of molecules on the water surface, 

M1 could adopt conformations, which can thermodynamically reduce the surface energy. 

The SP reduced to ~10.5 in ~15 h. We analyzed the samples during this stage by FTIR 

spectroscopy. The samples with reaction times of 5h and 10h still have strong -NH2 features 

at 3365 cm-1, which indicates they are still mostly unreacted M1. 

During stage 2 from 17 h to 21 h, there is an unprecedented SP increase. It reflects that the 

adsorption of M2 has induced the phase transition in the LB film (Step 4 in Figure 1b of 

maintext). We measure samples of 20 h reaction time, which has a strong -COOH stretching 

at 1715 cm-1. Meanwhile, the -NH stretching (at 3365 cm-1) of the 20h sample diminished 

significantly, compared with 5h and 10h samples. However, the -COOH and -NH stretching 

disappeared after washing the sample by water, ethanol, and chloroform. It implies that the 

20h sample still contains unstable intermediates that can be self-assembled compounds or 

oligomers. 

Stage 3 is the imide formation that requires the ring closure reaction, as shown in Figure 

S2a. We analyzed the samples of 30 h reaction time. The C=O stretching has migrated from 

1715 cm-1 of -COOH to amide or imide region of 1688 cm-1. At high wavenumber (~3365 
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cm-1), there is still weak intensity, which proves the transition from amide intermediates to 

imide target compounds has not yet completed. Therefore, we kept the sample at 100 °C 

for 1 h in vacuum condition, as an annealing treatment. After annealing, the spectrum is 

flattened at the -NH stretching region, and the C=O stretching further migrates to 1695 cm-

1, which matches the reported results of the six-member ring imide well.[1] It proves that 

annealing process is crucial for the ring closure reaction. 

 

Figure S2. Influence of reaction time and annealing. (a) In-situ measurement of surface 

pressure vs. reaction time. The plot includes four linear regions as marked by red lines. 

(b) Normalized ATR-FTIR spectrum of samples that were prepared at different reaction 

time corresponding to (a), and the annealed sample (100 °C, 1 h) is also measured. 
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Figure S3. Other TEM images and diffraction patterns of 2DPI-G heterostructures, 

showing that the heterostructure is not identical. (a) bright-TEM image with Moiré pattern 

and layered structure at the edge as well as the corresponding SAED pattern (b). (c) 

bright-TEM image with Moiré pattern and layered structure at the edge (d). 

 

All the SAED patterns in Figure S3 shows the diffraction patterns of graphene, 

corresponding to 0.21 nm, which are consistent with Fig3 of maintext. 
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Charge transfer characterized by TA measurements 

Transient absorption (TA) spectroscopy can prove that the transfer of charge from 2DPI to 

graphene can happen on a femtosecond timescale. Without pronation of 2DPI, we did not 

recognize any notable pump-probe signal with photoexcitation at 470 nm (Figure S4a). For 

2DPI-graphene sample, the pump-probe response of thr graphene layer dominates the 

whole signal. Combined with UV-vis absorption spectra (Figure S5), our results suggest 

that the lower energy level induced by the protonation process is crucial for charge carriers 

transfer from 2DPI to graphene.  

For organic semiconductor, the binding energy of excitons is much higher than in 

tranditional semiconductors. After photoexcitation, a portion of charge carriers will form 

excitons. If concentration of photoexcitation carriers is too high, exciton-exciton 

annihilation (EEA) will accelerate the relaxation dynamics as well. To exclude the EEA 

process, the pump fluence was varied from 0.14 mJ/cm2 to 0.21 mJ/cm2 to check the 

excitation energy dependence of TA signal. As dynamics of TA data were not dependent on 

the fluence of pump pulse shown in Figure S4, we did not consider the contribution of 

exciton–exciton annihilation in our TA measurement. So, the acceleration of relaxation is 

attributed to charge carriers transfer from 2DPI to graphene. 

For quantitation of the acceleration due to charge transfer in the vdWH sample, the TA 

results with photoexcitation at 470 nm were fitted by a multi-exponential function, 

∆𝑇

𝑇
∝  (𝐴1𝑒

−
𝑡
𝜏1 + 𝐴2𝑒

−
𝑡
𝜏2 + 𝐴3𝑒

−
𝑡
𝜏3)⊗

1

√2𝜋𝜏
𝑒
−
(𝑡−𝑡0)

2

2𝜏2  

where τ1 , τ2 and  τ3 are the lifetimes of the two relaxation periods, 𝜏 is the duration of 

optical pump. The fitted time constants for graphene, pronated 2DPI, and pronated 2DPI 

& graphene heterostructures are shown in Table S1. 
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Figure S4. (a) Transient absorption of vdWH film sample without protonation with 

photoexcitation at 470 nm. (b) Pump fluence dependent of TA measurement in protonated 

2DPI with photoexcitation at 470 nm. 

 

(a) 

(b) 
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Figure S5. UV-vis absorption spectra H-2DPI-G (red). The S band can be divided into two 

peaks at 438 nm and 481 nm, respectively 
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Table S1. Fitted time constants of relaxation with λc = 470 nm 

Sample τ1 (fs) τ2 (fs) τ3 (fs) 

Graphene 97.6 (±6.8) - - 

Protonated 2DPI 127 (±29) 963 (±154) 11468 (±1288) 

Protonated 2DPI + Graphene - 61.5 (±6.5) 1700 (±100) 
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